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The New Age of Frictionless Retail 
 

By Neil Stern, Senior Partner, McMillanDoolittle 

 

T he year 2017 was a watershed year for retail. Overall retail sales increased by 

a healthy 3.7 percent, yet a record number of retailers declared bankruptcy and 

over 7,000 stores closed. Why are so many re-

tailers struggling in what is otherwise a healthy 

economy? 

The reasons are both simple and complex. While 

it is easy to blame physical retail struggles on the 

growth of e-commerce or the emerging domi-

nance of Amazon.com, other factors such as de-

mographics, societal trends, and the rapid adop-

tion of new technologies also contribute to the problems of traditional brick-and-

mortar retail. While physical retail is not dead (and in fact, still represents nearly 90 

percent of overall retail sales), bad retail is dead or will be dying soon. Retailers 

who are not responsive to consumer needs and who maintain historical business 

obstacles will join the ranks of obsolescence. As Luke Saunders, CEO of high tech 

and fresh meal vending start up Farmers’ Fridge said, “Amazon is not killing retail, 

retail is killing retail.” 

Physical retail’s role must 

change as the internet 

makes commodity shop-

ping easier and often less 

expensive than in stores. 

Stores must be more en-

gaging and easier places 

to shop. We call this a 

new age of frictionless 

retail; we simultaneously 

see the removal of shop-

ping barriers and the ele-

vation of brand experience. 

 

Moving from points of sale to points of engagement 

Broadly, we see retailers winning on three different dimensions as we progress 

from retail as a simple point of sale to a point of customer engagement. Winning on 

points of convenience, points of experience, or points of true engagement will 

change a retailer from a place to transact to a place where customers build mean-
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  ingful relationships. Technology will play a role in driving change on all three dimensions, yet we caution that 

the end goal is to engage the customer based on their needs. Too often we see technology for technology’s 

sake. It is cool and shiny, but it does not contribute to elevating or simplifying the shopping experience. Eve-

ry new development needs to be seen through the lens of the shopper – are we meaningfully advancing the 

customer experience? A favorite example of “no,” was an experience witnessed in Korea. An apparel shop-

per simply wanted to see what she looked like by holding a garment to a mirror, but the “smart” virtual shop-

ping mirror did everything possible to obstruct her view. 

Points of convenience – frictionless retailing.  

Retailers can exploit the dimension of convenience, offering the consumer innovative ways to speed order 

pickup, delivery of their merchandise, or the checkout process. While e-commerce will solve many consumer 

issues, immediacy will continue to have relevancy in any retail arena. 

Perhaps the ultimate expression of frictionless retailing is the experience pioneered by Amazon Go. “Just 

walkout” technology provides the ultimate in convenience and marries the best of ordering and payment 

technology in one seamless experience. Eliminating all purchasing barriers should be any retailer’s end goal 

and Amazon has moved the ball forward significantly. 

 

 That said, there are countless variations ready to be implemented that push the boundaries of frictionless 

retail. Retailers should actively investigate their options. Some examples follow. 

 Eatsa’s automated ordering and product delivery technology. While Eatsa may not cut it long 

 term as a restaurant (remember, tasty food is the single most important aspect to customers), the 

 ordering model and delivery technology is world class. The automated ordering process and pick-up 

 alerts solve accuracy issues and cut down on labor and space requirements. Eatsa recently licensed 

 the technology to Wow Bao and is a harbinger of future labor models. Automated product delivery 

 may follow soon. 

 Facial recognition ordering and loyalty. Caliburger uses NEC facial recognition technology to 

 ease ordering and increase customer loyalty. Although still a bit clunky, widespread adoption of facial 

 recognition can be used to predict a customer’s order based on their visit history. Predictive analytics 

 will shorten production and wait time. Stored payment information will eliminate check-out time. 

 Mobile or scan-and-go checkout. With Walmart making a major push, we may finally see 

 broader adoption of a decade old technology. Customers scan products through their phone or tablet 

Amazon Go “just walk out” technology. Source – Recode. 
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   as they shop. Then, they simply submit payment at the end of their trip. This idea has been slow to 

 roll out over the years. Perhaps there is a steep learning curve, or the customers prefers to use their 

 phones for other purposes in the store. However, with Walmart’s push, we may finally see this be

 come commonplace. The front end, with its wait-time headaches and high labor cost, may slowly 

 downsize and disappear. Interestingly, Instacart is also preparing a patent in this area to speed the 

 time of pickers through a store. 

 Subscription services, click, and collect, etc. Removing friction from retail requires address

 ing a laundry list of barriers that currently stand in a customer’s way. Is there a better way to receive 

 frequently purchased products? Subscription services like Dollar Shave Club and Harry’s have inno

 vated here. Amazon’s Subscribe and Save program, stealthily eliminates grocery shopping occa si

 ons. Can we substantially improve the process of order online and pick-up in store? Again, a great I

 dea, but one that often fails as retailers haven’t aligned operations to the technology.  

An essential aspect of convenience is to truly be convenient. If retailers are going to compete against one-

day or increasingly same-day delivery, they need to significantly remove the friction and deliver next-level 

convenience. 

Points of experience: Retailers must provide experiences, reasons to come to the store that take ad-

vantage of the power of a physical place. How do we create a compelling experience through services, em-

ployee interaction, and unique digital and physical experiences? With almost all products fully available 

online, the purpose of a retail store must change. The store becomes a place of discovery and purchasing 

can happen in any number of places.   

Points of experience will be defined by the following factors: 

 Reasons to linger. Discovery requires time. A reason to linger ultimately leads to more sales. 

 From the simplest idea of a coffee shop or foodservice within a store to having classrooms for educa

 tion, events and entertainment, retailers need to provide a reason to come and linger. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Restoration Hardware features a fine dining restaurant in the middle of one of its stores. Source: Infatuation. 
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   Brand building. Stores of the future are less about inventory and more about building a brand 

experience. The Nike Store in the Soho neighborhood of New York City, focuses more on developing 

compelling consumer experiences and less on selling products. As Nike envisions it, there will be 

multiple stores within a portfolio performing distinct roles. A Factory Store will emphasize product 

while a Flagship can amplify experience. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Ever-changing. Stores need to be kept fresh and exciting. This goes from the obvious tools 

such as event zones and seasonality to proactively planning change to the physical environment. 

Pop-up stores can accomplish the goal of building brand awareness and capitalizing on the notion of 

 constant change and newness. 

 Winning on true engagement with the customer. Finally, winning at retail means creating true 

engagement with the consumer. Retailers must win on new dimensions of a value equation: win a 

share of a customer’s time, create lasting experiences, and build meaningful memories. This means 

that a retail store must emotionally connect with the customer and community, moving well beyond a 

transactional state. 

 Co-creation and personalization. Allowing cus-

tomers to take an active role in the selection or de-

velopment of products is a critical component of 

engagement. Audi allows for the full personalization 

of any vehicle in a virtual setting that comes as 

close to driving a car as possible. Converse offers 

a “Blank Canvas” to allow customers to create their 

own sneaker masterpiece. 

 Transparency. Customers want a more active 

role in seeing how products get to them. Brandless 

sells every product online for $3 and calculates and 

displays the brand tax a customer would have had 

to pay if they purchased a national brand. Everlane 

offers complete transparency to its supply chain and 

Nike ups the ante on experiences. Source: McMillanDoolittle. 

      Converse allows customers to create their own  

      masterpiece in New York. Source: McMillanDoolittle. 
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  documents the costs of each step in production. The retailer even provides the consumer a “choice” 

of markdown prices, illuminating what “costs” would be covered by the price options. 

 Values. Increasingly, customers want to do business with a brand or retailer that shares their 

values.  Patagonia’s active stance on preserving the environment fits with their brand ethos. 

Omnichannel, seamless retailing, bricks and clicks – whatever you call it, get after it! We are long 

past the debate of the necessity to offer customers products wherever and whenever they want them. How-

ever, very few retailers are doing this well. The processes and experiences remain clunky and disjointed. 

Physical retailers must embrace digital retailing to further their presence online, drive traffic into the stores, 

and create better customer experiences. This means shattering, quickly, the barriers (organizational, sys-

tems, culture) that exist between channels. Amazon Books is a great example of a true omnichannel store: 

real-time pricing tied to the web, hyper-localized assortments to the community, a local coffee shop to pro-

vide reasons to stick around, and a seamless checkout process. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Maintaining relevancy in the future means shattering many of the notions we have associated with retail. The 

winners will be the ones who can stay most closely connected to the consumer and embrace meaningful 

change. 

  

 

 

 

 

 

Amazon Books exhibits best-in-class omnichannel practices. Source: McMillanDoolittle 
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Multipurpose Retail Robots Advance  

Data Analytics and Automation 
Unique Mobile Data Collection Boosts Operational Efficiencies While Trans-

forming Customer Experiences 
 

By Tim Rowland, CEO, Badger Technologies and RAC Retail Robotics Advisory 

Board Member 

 

D espite massive disruption in the retail industry, brick-and-mortar stores still ac-

count for more than 90 percent of total retail sales. What matters most, howev-

er, is the steady adoption of e-commerce across every facet of the retail industry. 

In the hotly competitive grocery segment, for example, e-commerce is projected to 

outpace in-store sales growth tenfold by 2022. According to a May 2018 sales fore-

cast compiled by retail consultancy Brick Meets Click, online grocery sales are pre-

dicted to grow at a compound annual rate of 13 percent, compared to 1.3 percent 

for in-store sales over the same timeframe. This modest growth for brick and mortar 

highlights the need to lower operational expenses in order to achieve expected 

profitability targets. 

The rise of e-commerce, combined with the rapid pace of digital technology ad-

vancements and evolving customer expectations, has created a “perfect storm” of 

opportunities to transform retail. For starters, consumers want faster, better, and 

more personalized shopping experiences. Retailers also are seeking more compel-

ling, convenient in-store shopping experiences to elevate customer loyalty and op-

erational efficiency. 

Data and Automation Dynamics 

Historically, retailers have invested heavily in sophisticated retail management in-

formation systems for strategic planning, inventory control, financial management, 

supply chain, logistics, and more. Aside from point-of-sale (POS) data that is 

streamed directly into corporate finance systems, retailers often struggle to collect 

accurate in-store data. Limited visibility into store conditions, the amount of invento-

ry on shelves, and what is happening with special promotions or other activities are 

the biggest impediments to operational improvements. 

 

Store-side data gaps hinder retailers’ ability to detect holes on shelves and replen-

ish inventory quickly. For many grocers, the only solution is to rotate personnel 

throughout the store for manual inventory monitoring of out-of-stock, misplaced or 
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  mispriced items. This labor-intensive process typically is conducted intermittently, which forces store man-

agement to make real-time decisions based on incomplete and outdated information. 

When it comes to planogram compliance, grocers often struggle to maintain item-level productivity through to 

the next modular change. While many grocers have some form of data collection on out-of-stocks, many are 

plagued with the lack of visibility into the more important “availability” of inventory on the shelf (OSA) when 

the customer decides whether to place that item in their basket. 

Similarly, capturing data relating to security, hazards, and overall store safety is equally problematic, which 

highlights another costly problem since grocery stores traditionally incur slip-and-fall claims, even after 

spending material amounts of labor trying to prevent them. For many retailers, closing data and automation 

gaps by investing in new IT infrastructures, complex data platforms and retail automation solutions just isn’t 

financially feasible or even doable. Fortunately, a new breed of retail robots is moving quickly beyond ware-

house and customer-facing applications to fill critical holes in information relating to inventory and store oper-

ations. 

Bringing Multipurpose Robots to Retail 

In-store autonomous robots can automate critical retail operations while producing meaningful insights to 

improve operational efficiency, customer experiences and revenues. For example, many of these tasks can 

be done simultaneously, which dramatically improves labor productivity and significantly increases the speed 

of relevant information gathering to improve the customer experience. 

Badger Technologies’ multipurpose robots are equipped with navigation systems, cameras, sensors and 

software to scan shelves continuously while traversing store aisles safely alongside shoppers and employ-

ees. Designed as mobile data collection systems, this rolling infrastructure addresses a plethora of opera-

tional issues, including out-of-stock, planogram compliance, and price integrity. The ability to quickly identify 

and resolve the root causes of inventory and data disconnects is the fastest way for retailers to improve any 

store’s operational execution and financial performance.  

Robots can merge collected information from multiple store locations, offering a wider, deeper perspective, 

while predictive analytics offer both corporatewide and granular business insights. Data feeds, dashboards, 

and custom reports can be integrated directly with existing store systems to provide far-reaching analysis of 

how to further reduce operational costs and raise revenue. 

Additionally, robots can capture images and information on store security and safety. Hazard detection is a 

nagging concern for most retailers as the simplest of food or liquid spills can lead to major liability exposure. 

Aside from their unblinking “shelf’s eye view,” robots constantly scan for hazards and provide real-time alerts 

to improve safety for shoppers and employees while improving audit and compliance operations. 

This new generation of versatile, smart robots not only provides a wealth of information to improve store op-

erations, they are also capable of integrating with other IoT and AI systems to connect and share data with 

refrigeration, lighting, HVAC, and security systems. As a result, the connected store of the future will likely 

feature a roving robot that makes it easy for retailers to capitalize on data and actionable business analytics 

to transform operations and shopping experiences. 
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Robotized Retail: Historical Analogy and Retail  

Disruption 
 

By Jeff Donaldson, CEO, Intriosity, RAC Retail Robotics Advisory Board Member, 

and former CIO, GameStop  

 

I n the 1970s and early 1980s, the U.S. automotive industry suffered a significant 

loss of competitiveness. Its ability to meet consumer expectations for price and 

quality declined, as challenges from an upstart, ascendant Japanese automotive 

industry took hold. In general, this was due to high cost structures of the Detroit-

based auto manufacturers as compared to the new manufacturing methods pio-

neered by the Japanese. These emergent methods were driven by a new design 

approach, lean processes, and automation – materialized via robotics – that began 

in Japan in 1971.1 To create lean and automated manufacturing, and reduce the 

price of outputs, a new set of critical competencies and capabilities emerged that 

U.S. car companies did not possess. As a result, the U.S. auto industry’s margin 

became the Japanese manufacturers’ opportunity, and the U.S. auto industry was 

disrupted. This degradation of the U.S. auto industry impacted the economic fabric 

not just of the industry, but also the U.S. economy as a whole. Ironically, the Japa-

nese automotive companies of the 1970s adopted the methods of an American en-

gineer and management consultant named Joseph Juran.2 

Today, significant change is disrupting the retail industry, driven by new methods 

and pioneered by an upstart, ascendant online retailer. Amazon methodically iden-

tifies consumer expectations for price and quality of experience and meets them 

with reinvented retail processes – realized by automation in its distribution centers 

and home office.3 The cost structures of incumbent retailers are misaligned with 

this emergent way of satisfying consumer expectations and operating retail pro-

cesses. This caused a scramble to understand the critical management competen-

cies and capabilities that retailers must possess. While this misalignment persists, 

the resultant degradation of brick-and-mortar profitability has led to a spike in store 

closures and retail bankruptcies. Some called it an “apocalypse.” 

The auto industry analogy (and others, such as the airline industry disruption of the 

mid-1980s through 1990s) is an informative comparison to today’s retail disruption. 

What is interesting is not just the common patterns of problems and symptoms, but 

1. Kazutoshi Koshiro, “Personnel Planning, Technological Changes, and Outsourcing in the Japanese Auto-

mobile Industry,” Workshop on Industrial Relations and Industrial Change; February 1983. (Paper ob-

tained from the U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics).  

2. Peter J. Kolesar,“ Juran’s Lectures to Japanese Executives in 1954: A Perspective and Some Contempo-

rary Lessons,” The Quality Management Journal, 2008.  

3. World Economic Forum, “Impact of the Fourth Industrial Revolution on Supply Chains,” October 2017. 

Also, Blake Morgan, “How Amazon Has Reorganized Around Artificial Intelligence and Machine Learning,” 
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  the common driver of companies that have successfully transitioned through these disruptions. U.S. auto 

companies transformed themselves with lean processes that were aligned with a consumer’s expectations 

for style, price, and quality by revamping design studios – and realizing new capabilities with robotics. When 

asked where the most robotics companies are located in the U.S. in 2018, most would reply Silicon Valley or 

perhaps Boston. However, the correct answer is Detroit.4 Robotics companies over the years have either 

started up or moved to Detroit to support the retooling, continuous improvement, and ongoing operations of 

the U.S. auto industry. 

Similarly, retailers can successfully transition by accepting that the current disruption is actually not at all un-

precedented, but has historical precedents that provide clear lessons. One lesson among several is: trans-

formations should not be organized purely around the concept of a digital interface with consumers, but addi-

tionally around drastically improved labor productivity (reduction of the cost of outputs) driven largely by au-

tomation and specifically, robotics and artificial intelligence.  

Today, a consumer’s expectations have expanded significantly, if not exponentially. For this reason, a more 

robust method must be adopted to meet consumer experience expectations and align automation to those 

needs. Design (design thinking, design research) offers a more robust, modern corollary to methods used in 

the past, just as the robotics and AI platforms of today offer more advanced methods for converting process-

es to be handled by robots. In addition, it is no longer adequate to reinvent just around lean practices, so 

new design methods that deliver lean innovation must be adopted. Design results from these methods are 

often feasible to materialize at scale only via robotics and artificial intelligence. In future publications, we’ll 

dig deeper into specific, applicable, design methods and process decomposition customizations necessary 

to pull this off. 

The purpose of the Retail Robotics Initiative at the Retail Analytics Council is to inform this retail robotics 

transformation; to provide inspiration, insights, use cases, research and connections; as well as to continue 

to advance the idea that robotics should be a primary driver of retail’s resurgence. Examining historical anal-

ogies is a useful way to understand more thoroughly the context of today’s disruption and chart a path for-

ward. This context is not just about technology. U.S. auto companies’ resurgence via robotics also required 

progressive management programs such as teaching new skill sets to employees, education on how to ef-

fectively collaborate with robots, a move from antagonistic labor-management relations to joint ownership of 

labor productivity, and, where low-skill jobs were impacted, programs that helped those affected to transition 

to new ways of working. 

The goal of this article is to establish a baseline from which we can illustrate in future publications a methodi-

cal approach to resurgence via robotics and explore the competencies and capabilities required for this retail 

transformation.  

 

 

 

 

 

4. Richard Florida, “America’s Robot Geography,” CityLab, July 2018.  
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